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LIFE

  Across
 4 Swollen state of tailless 

bird’s head (9)
 10 Evil mix of love and 

malice (10)
 14 Cox for Hereford, 

perhaps? (5)
 16 Henry and John’s outcry 

(6)
 22 Cow strays from foaming 

watercourse, maybe 
marked with X (8)

 23 False topaz from urban 
area by river without 
divided youth hostel (7)

 24 Nostradamus, say, 
translated Erse (4)

 25 Like a couple dating, 
wasting time (4)

 27 Insubstantial tune arranged 
round America (7)

 34 Moans at this bridge (5)
 35 Keeps quiet, it seems, 

having approval to act 
(3-2)

 37 Lots of wives hurry to 
M&S (6)

 38 In reality, tiny abstainer 
has a liking for 
chocolate (5,5)

 40 Chronicler’s reported 
looks (5)

  Down
 1 Improvised links removed 

from shirts? (3,3,4)
 2 Instant reminiscences of 

Disney animation (5)
 3 About time, ancient  

stories are often thus (6)
 5 Illiterate and without post? 

(10)
 6 Notes about lake-beings, 

once (7)
 7 Welshman and Scotsman 

clash over nymph (5)

 8 Comatose, yet 
wonderstruck (9)

 9 Scout round eastern 
salmon river (4)

 13 Vintage model –  
it crashed (3-4)

 15 Carnivore hunting yak  
and elephant noticed 
antelope at first (6)

 17 Political idealist disturbed 
skier and totty (10)

 18 Source of metal and 
stones, we’re told, yielding 
extinct bison (7)

 19 Takes stock again of 
Spooner’s female 24s (10)

 20 Curate’s parish with 
active air about it (9)

 21 Gracie’s areas of interest 
(6)

 26 Man’s address includes 
New York Cathedral (7)

 28 Gunman’s past claim 
spoken of as far as one  
can see? (7)

 31 Forerunner of the oboe  
has developed with 
Munroe, for starters (5)

 34 One’s body image? (4)

A first prize of £30 and two 
runners-up prizes of £20 for the 
first correct solutions opened on  
29 May. Please scan or 
photograph entries and email 
them (including the crossword 
number in the subject field) to 
crosswords@spectator.co.uk,  
or post to: Crossword 2604, 
The Spectator, 22 Old Queen 
Street, London SW1H 9HP. 
Please allow six weeks for 
prize delivery. The dictionary 
prize is not available at present. 

Crossword 
2604: Snap  
by Doc

Penguin have published 
this guide to country pursuits
at three and sixpence.

Advice is given
on cover, partridge sexing
and vermin control.

Hide it from your wife,
your servants, and, above all,
from your gamekeeper.
Nick MacKinnon

‘In the beginning’
begins this uneven read.
Sometimes tedious

(with endless ‘begats’)
often misogynistic
(women as ‘helpmates’)

there is nonetheless
a flavour of the divine.
Five Stars of David!
Robert Schechter

Here, Chandler’s PI
Bonds with a charming burnout,
Taking a big risk

Murder, suicide,
Shady ladies and a quack 
Dissolve their affair

Heartbroken again,
Hardboiled but so soft-centred, 
That’s Philip Marlowe. 
Basil Ransome-Davies

You know how it ends.
Cromwell, still in present tense,
waits for his own dark.

We miss Anne Boleyn, 
but other dead press closer
and meanwhile Henry

spins history. But
eight hundred pages, ouch! Think:
how’s your stamina? 
D.A. Prince

One-legged captain
On post-trauma revenge tour
Hunts something unseen.

The sea in this book
Yields wealth and deals death. Also,
It’s a metaphor.

The prose is brawny,
Briny, brainy, a dunking
In maritime noir.
Chris O’Carroll

NO. 3301: CUT IT OUT

You are invited to delete one letter in the title 
of a well-known novel (please specify) and 
provide an extract from the new work. Please 
email entries of up to 150 words to lucy@
spectator.co.uk by midday on 24 May.
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SOLUTION TO 2601: MEN OF NOTE 

The unclued are classical composers.

First prize Mike Carter, Kirkby Overblow, Harrogate 
Runners-up Glyn Watkins, Portishead, Bristol;
Lewis Osborne, Newton Mearns, Glasgow

Name     
 
Address     

    

    

    

  

The unclued lights (one hyphened 
and one pair) are of a kind.
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